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SEMI'

Commehts on the Political and Military Situation. 
and the Consequences Thereof

More than a year ago I analyzed my thoughts On the current situation,'
making proposals on what could be done to counteract the Red peril.
Basically, nothing has changed since then. The Beet was Able to gabs
several new Victories in the Cold War, and the West was unable to do
anything against them. Ideologically, Western European Defense has hot .
improved at all. likewise material preparation for the defense of the
West has :received, in actual practice, some 80% of what had been planned
for it, according to official American figures. The problem of the contri- •
bution of Germany to the defese of the lest continues to be the subject of
theoretical dismission, and the various offices Which have been Created in
Trinonia on this subject also constitute a theoretical beginning without
Wing made a single step towards practical realizatian.	 •

During the past year several factors have been established which met,
be taken into account in considering the situation and they are as follows:
The separation of MacArthur from the supreme command Of the Far Feet wasa
victory for the Kremlin and denan4rated the actual weakness Of the lest.
Moscow took note of this sign of iiakness, and took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to carry out its policy of iauurito; down the West through political
maneuverings. Thus the opportunity to choose the most favorable aceseta to
deal its own preventive plow is not to be passed by by 111188iao

The beginning of Eisenhower's concrete efforts gave way to widespread
, hope. Reality quickly forced General Eisenhower to critioize openly the

notorious deficiency of the defense effort in Western Europei as well as
these countries willingness to rearm. There is absolutely do doubt that
the initial strategy of the Pentagon for Europe would have to be drastically
revised. Even today the defense of the greater part. of Western Europe is
practically inoperable, and it is impossible to determine how long this state
of affairs will continue. Nor can one eliminate or clarify the great political:
obstacles facing Europe, such as the relations between France and Germany. •

. Formers than a year experiments have been made on the limited battle-
ground of Korea, taking into account that the modern armaments of the
Russians have barely been used. Thus, the events In Korea have revealed
nothing on the actual Russian supremacy in tactical aviation, and nothing
has been learned about modern Russian submarines. -in this regard, one most
consider above all that, at the eventual Outbreak Of-WOrld conflift, the
armies of the United States 'and her allies of the lest will be operating
from an enormous naval structure and all offensive advantages, at the time,
will likorith the powerful Russian submarine forcei Possible losses in
submailnostaxusg,h can be replaced more rapidly than those in the surface
naval potential of theNest.
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Undoubtedly, the rearmament program of the United States has made
great strides, even if production figures reached, according to American
statistics, lag some 15% behind the projected figures. If -Wilson has

. recently announced that the United States will be prepared to meet all •
the necessities Of mar through its own production as of the end f 1553,
this actually means that the Soviet Union can wait until then. Noigoe
thus has time to spare to till the gaps of its war potential, and can
adapt its decisions to the developments of the next two years. • Until that

probably simmonths Before or after, Russia will holdall liberty
• . of action for any prevent4me gilitaryorpellitico—military measure whatever, •
..because of her actual military advantage. At the close of 1953, the United
States will be faced with two alternatives. Either they . will have to .
recognise the status quo established by the Soviets,' or they will have to
Undertake a preventive war agqinst the Soviet Union. 'lathe meanwhile,
the Soviet Union will continue to carry the qffensive in the Cold Was, and
can consolidate animal:lilies its fifth columns in the Western nations, its
most dangerous weaponi against these countries. :Allied propaganda in the
Soviet sphere.has,•on the other hand, very little chance of achieving
noteworthy results. It is also dangerous to spechlate on the death of
Stalin during this period, in the hopes that such an event would-resurit

- in the mending of the political situation. The dynamic policies of the .
forces of Bolshevism, whAse secret goal today, as before,: continues to be
world revolution; whilapresentingthemselvease the exponents of World
peace, must not be underestimated. In analyzing the situation, one must
not forget, inadditiOn, present economic risks and the general scarcity •
oilmoducts. One of the greatest' danger; now threatening the United States
is inflation. List year, this inflationary tendency resulted in a practical
disadvantage or 20% in the rearmament rage. 'One of the aket acute problems
in American industiy . is undoubtedly the need for wolfram, now that Communist
Chiba has been eliminated as traditional supplier. In the went that Persia

• is lost, temporarily or permanently, as a source of petroleum, this lois
will be equivalent to q battle won by.the. Reds.

Let us also consider several political factors. Practially speaking,
Comitunism has lost no ground at all in France. Today it is busy completing
its preparations for the eventual use of a subversive partisan organization; -
Positive Rightist blocs have been unable, to date, 'to show that they are
ready to control the difficult political problems of France. It is to be
Assumed that it would be impossible to clear up the political positions of
French domestic government without previous intestinal disorder. It is
significant that the Centrist parties currently governing France wish to
strive against the Weakneas.of Germany rather than confront the Red peril
hovering over the country. In Italkvthe same thing is happening. Ahthough
the Italian government is acceding more willingly to the wishes of the United

' States, one mast not forget the interior capacity of Italy, and that the
quality of the greater part of the Italian army should not be overestimated,
as has been proved to us by History. In the case of England, one must not
.forget the private strategic interests competing in that country. The
difficulties in Persia and the Neer East are specifically Wirth, and the .
precarious stability of India and the selfish attitude of some members of the .
Commonwealth against the Empires trends of political Unification are factors
which undermine the active political offensive of Great Britain in line with
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1-.American objectives. In any respect, these and sang' other interior
':.difficulties are a brake to political activity. Notwithstnding the
apparent consolidation of the situation in Finland, it is obvious that
the Conmunist Party holds third place. If future developmehtsWlow
this course so favorable to the Russians, the Soviets can atanttime. •	 qtouch off disturbances Which couldapread like wild-fire to all ot

' Scandinavia. The Peace Treaty with Japan undoubtedly constititia one
of the positive steps in general developments. But Japan cannot be
included, in practice, as a strong base for the American Pacific Front,

..Unless the sonflict in Korea is rapidly' eliminated. Apart from thla
consideration, the foreign policy of the United States would have to
be maneuvered extremely cleverly in order to take advantage of the
tension actually existing between the Soviet Union and Red China. At
the present time, until a probe' gad armistice is achieved in Korea,
the period can be used n at only for peaceful ends, but for the preparation
of a new blow on the part of Red China in tho same direction, Or for the
creation of new battlefronts in other parts of Asia.

All these considerations lead -lo a practical consequence. The United
States might possiar find itself forced to carry out its own strategic
plane without iti'lisatern Allies. This has already brought about the
well-known negotiations between the United States and Spain, at one end
of Europe, and 'events of even greater interest in Turkey at the other end.
Without the control of these fortresses on eitherside, the defense of
the North Afridan bases could not be assured.

The strategists of the Kremlin have devoted their scarce arms
potential entirely to rearmament since the beginnln g of 1945. In com-
paring the production Of pig-iron and steel, 'in the Soviet Union and the
United States one mist consider the following points: 1) That We do not
have exact figures for Russia. 2)The the entire productien of these'
materials has been put at the disposal of war industry, certainly
90 to 95% since 1945. While the United States have been rearming under
the watchword of "the least possible effect on Civilian economy".
3) That Russia has been able to establish a strategic Stock-pile in the
last six:years. Russia, in addition, does not need such great quantities
of steel for naval rearmament as does the United States.•:

Similar comparisons can be made of petroleum production on both.
aides. The Soviet Union does not have to take care of such fantiatio
consumption by its fleet. It has, on the other hand, limited itself to
the creation of a tactical mitt defensive potential, with the aim of
substituting strategic aviation through the development of guided missiles.

•
The Soviet Union has, in addition, extraordinari Mobile capacity.

All executive measures conform to one single order, to one state apparat,
which, coincident with being a World power, is the directive' body for an
international subversivit organization. In Europe the Soviet Union pursues
the sole objective of delaying as much as possible, lf not preventing
completely, the military rearmament of Western Germany. Towards this end



the Kremlin is waging its present political offensive with regard to the
German problem, and proposin g the unification-of Germany, a peace treaty.,
and the withdrawal of occupation forces, Proposals which cannot be anything
more than theoretical. It is verypossible that some day the Kremlin may
inthce the Red governments of Poland and Czechoslovakia to protest weient
the remilitariiation of Germany and to take measures of a military nature .
because of the apparent threat of Germany, and to argue that the Potsdam
Agreement has in effect been violated. Nevertheless the :Lethal danger
of pelitical arid.military development in Western Germany- continues to be
nothing more than latent; as it does in all Western Europe, a fact which
brought me to set forth my proposals on the matter a year ago. I feel, .
therefore, that it is opportune to repeat the opening words of my previous
treatise;

•

*The 'inclusion of Western Europe into the Russian sphere of influence
would mean the inevitable collapse of European culture and, above all, 	 .
the total destruction of European intelligence. Although Europe might •
again be liberated by an invasion, there would later be no men capable of
briqing about reconstruction in the it of the West. Asiatic Bolshevist',
solely for motives of its own survkval, will accomplish devastation which
is as total as it is inexorable."

Aconquest of Europe by world Bolshevism could occur in various Ways:
1) Through open war. In this repeat, during the past year the affective
force of Western Defense has barely increased. The West= Divisions could,
under the most favorable conditions defend themselves in retreating to the
peninsula of Jutland, on one side, Ind to Switzerland and Southern France
onnthe otherp.although it is not known now how long they could maintain
these two flank strongholds. lathe event of opanwarfare, ' the greater.

:part of Western Europe could be lost today in a matter of a few days.	 .

2) The conquest of Western Europe could also be accomplished through
civil wars. Police forces in the Ertern Zone of Germany have been
reenforced more and more, and could very well be mobilized some day for
the "liberation of Western Germany". In Fiance and Itmlya'subversive
movement could be initiated at anytime With probable success the
Communist Parties in those countries already havihg within their ranks
the great majority of the active members of such a movement'.'

In view of the above, it is absolutely necessary that preparatory
Measures be taken, as I indica:0d a year ago just in case some day the .
situation arises as described in points 1) all 2). Steps should be
taken so that in such a case highly valuable human resource's can be saved.
It would be senseless to try, in desperation, to arm such valuable man at
the last minute, Only to waste them, in useless battles of retreat or in
i civil war.

The trip which I took to Germany last august and September his proved
to me the validity of the above reflections. Thus, for example, I have
learned that an American office, which employe mainly German personnel,
reseMbles a project which I proposed two years ago: in case of necessity,
they are preparing for the evacuation of top-flight Garman scientists and
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technicians. I suppose, nevertheless, that the majority of these
individuals would devote themselves more wholeheartedly to action
of this type if it were completely German. I have also learned, on
the other hand, that the Federal Government of Bann has aantacted Spain,
on the possibility that here German air units may find refuge. In
addition / have found out that at the present time a project, under
the direction of one of the most capable military experts, is under way
for another of these urescus actions in the Southern Zone of Germany,

, if it should be necessary, although in this case the fimal,goal is
V.. Switzerland, which in sir opinion is inadequate from all points of view.

know also that several units recently created as continuing the tradi-
tion of Nehrmacht I.-formations are currently studying similar operations
(in this case, cavalry divisions). I believe that the time has come
when all efforts should be brought together.

Besides, during my. recent tip I had the opportunity to speak with
a number of generals in the former German Army. Among them is Colonel

--- General Guderiam and one of the greatest military experts now working
in Bonn. We agreed basically in the view that, aside from official
remilitarization efforts, parallel measures should be undertaken in
ohe form or another incase of catastrophe.

I realize that such steps could not be taken officially by on e
body, nor by all those official groups which now function jointly to -
bring about the remilitarization of Germany. But preparations in the
event of any unforeseen catastxphe could be ands with the knowledge and
silent consent of these official bodies and of the Bonn Government. It
is assumed, in addition, that a very important consideration at the outset
is the consent of the Spanish Government, since only Spain could be
considered for such projects, as well as the 	 of the United States,
for positive assistance Ihaths realization of such plans.

Consequently, and without going into detail, /* wish to make the
following proposals:

1. The formation of a basic German cadre in Spain, rade up of Army,
Air and Naval personnel, which could at the same time be used as an organi-
zation to absorb the 19659 of active German forces, the withdrawal of which
would have to be organized simultaneously. Thim .latter group would be
formed of soldiers, scientists and techniciiii ot.lihe highest quality.

.	 .
2. The formation of Ebropean cadres which woad involve the thorough

investigation of all Enropean youth prepared to rake the sacrifice. -Thin
model Enropean organization could be used later in case of war to go into
action throughout European territoby. The American Army Chief of suer,
.General Collins, has pointed out the enormous importance of coamando action
in a future war.

2a. Later on With the inclusion of Spanish commando units, ',would
propose the creation of special sharpshooter cadres within the span.T.Zdk

Army. Appendix 1 has been drawn up by ah ex-captain of the of my1S&Ar
••••

•	
- 5
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units, whO', under iy command, has carried out the training and incor-
poration of such cadres. Through my knowledge of the Spanish temperebent,
particularly that of the Spanish soldier, I thinle that we can achieve 	 •
extraordinary results in this field.

•- 3. Ishould also like to propose, emphasizing that Proposal 1 requires
.previous American authorization and subsequent aid, as was pointed out to .
me by the Spanish Sated° Mayor a year ago, that an organization be created
for an ordered withdrawal from Germany. The seeds of such a group already •
exist. It would have to be brought into play only in the case of a catas-
trophe. Included in this group would be these active elements not already
incorporated in other military organisms.

Further notes on Proposal 1: At the time of receiving the basic concurrence
of the Span ish Government and General Staff and of appropriate American
authorities immedite contact could be made with Col. Gen. Guderian. Ina
very short tima a skeleton staff in-Germany could be formed of outstanding
officers, wbovouldwillingly give their services for such a task:. This
small staff would consist of officers from all branches of the armed services,
whose mission would be to prepare, On Spanish soil, the prelSminary ground-
work for their own functions, and to imvastigate the existing possibilities.
At the same time, in secrecy but with the considered and tacit . authorization
of the German Covernment, an organizational committee within Germany would
recruit qualified officers and subalterns fro:mall

ns re	
branches in accordance

instructionsstructioceived from the general planning staff in 4ain. This
unit set up in Spain may vary in the number of its membersvhut it should
be given the opportunity for training in the use of the most modern American
armaments. If only, for example, it were possible to forma group of WOO
men, such personnel fully trained would be ready to absorb at anytime an
additional number of 10 times as many soldiers, to instruct them, in turn,
in a vary short time, and incorporate thentinto a very effedtive army. At
the same time, this cadre, which would naturally be composed of seasoned
commanding and lesser , officers, could establish technical courses which
would also benefit the Spanish Army.

Lithe event that the European situation should become less acute,
it would always be possible after a certain period of time, to transfer
these units to Germany as solid reenforcements for the units rarest estab-
lished imithat country.

Bit if an unforeseen catastrophe should come to pass', this cadre
would have the mission of assimilating the great mass of German soldiers,
scientists and technicians participating in an organized withdrawal,
incorporated in the organization proposed in (3) above. The German , •
soldiers arriving in Spain would be carefully screened for inclusion as
volunteers, on an equal basis, in the German units then formed in Spain.'
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Further notes on Proposal 2: If in the course of the next few years
a new world conflict should break out:, it is probable that fixed
battlefronts could not be established in Europe. In the course of
the naming years bridgeheads such as Spain, or perhaps the entire
Iberian peninsula, could at least be established. The remainder of
Europe irould:fall under the Communist yoke. In order to hold off
strong enemy forces in the West and in Eastern Europe, it will be
necessary to lieielop, within enemy territory, military action concen-
trated against defined objectives. These specific objectives include
the nerve centers and espeeirmy the supply points of the enemy forces,
their commuoications and their mutations plants. The targets for such
military undertakings on the part of the commando forces would be
specific industries such as

'	

for example, ammunition factories, ail
refineries, steel mills blast-furnaces, uranium mirqs explosive
factories munition dumps, strategic bridges, power plants, 'etc. Such
nerve centers are found in all- the countries of Europe. For such commando
undertakings to have any chances of success, they should-be carried out
by soldiers who know the terain, frnd for such a purpose irilunteers must
be recruited front:all the nations of Europe. For the members of such
commando forces to receive thorOugh special training, and for practical
knowledge of the military terrain involved, there must be a relatively
long period of preparation: But, in proportion to their number; they
would be especially effective and could contribute enormously to the
general war potential. Under certain circumstances the commandos , inter-
vention could be decisive. As the writer would have recruited, from the
units under his Command in the last wqr, volunteers from virtually all
the countries ofEurope he would be ready to assure with confidence the
effectiveness of these ufata. In a study of the points of view of many
of his former officers and soldiers, and of members of other national
active forces in other countries, he has found among ruhl these individual
Widespread inclination for the creation of ani participation in such cadres.
Volunteers, chosen in their reseective nations on the basis of rigid
standards, which would certainly form the picked troops of each nation
can be counted upon from the following countries: Italy; Rumania (=Area
and members of the Iron Guard); Hungary (emigres and former officers and
subalterns); Esthonia; Lithuania and Latvia (refugees); Finland; Norway;
Denaark; Holland; Belgium; France; and of course Germany and Austria. For
the most effective operation of these commandos, they must have all possible
means at their disposal. During the train ing period they must have at
their disposal all the facilities which they would have to employ in tires
of war. The American Arty, which would also in this case be obliged to give
its uncon ditional support, has already gathered a great deal of experience
during the last war with its OSS troops.

The preliminary work for the formation of the special commando cadres
could be initiated with, a relatively small number of operating personnel.
A basic group of, for example, 20 to 80 men from each of the countries
mentioned above, and proportional to the strength of the country In question,
would be enough for the time being. Once these initial, cadres have acquired
the necessary group spirit and have undergone preliminary training, the
active personnel of this organization could be gradually increased.



FMrther notes on Proposal 2a (see-Appendix:1): The training of the
special sharpshooter cadres could be carried out bury quickly with picked
personnel. Perhaps it is not realized how tremendously effective attained
sharpshooter squad can be in the defense of abatis line, as, for example,-
it could be in the Pyrenees. If they were brought in as independent.unit
in support of other forces, harraSsing the movemengs of the enemy and
causing losses among officers in inanrpositions, their affedtive action
could bring results before the beginning of tint attack itself._Eut also
in tank attacks, which cannot operate without simultaneous Infantry action,
the activity Of the special riflemen could be of incalculable advantage.
In mountain warfare, the intervention of well-trained sharpshooters becomes
indispensable. In this regard, one should note the fact that the development
of infra-red technique today makes possible the night action of specialized •
units.

Further 24 otes on Proposal 3: With some assistance, this organization can
be formed in Germany. As,tims passes, more and more Germans soldiers,
scientists and technicians, are becoming convinced.that if the Soviet war
machine or the troops of the EasternAmtellite nations are allbwed to
overran them it will mean deportationjit not certain death. Even the
difficult problem of abandoning or*, family would be resOlved.by the
situation, Which becomes more evident every day. Few men, artar Russian
occupation, could be sure that they would be able to,ttgy With their 	 -
families, much less protect and teed them. The youth would be recruited
en masse by the Red Army, and the aged would be deported to far-off:

'industrial centers or to forced labor in Russia. In order to allow for
the rapid growth of this organization, it is planned to estahltehaform
of organization on the so-call ed "snow-ball" system. Bach 20 1:4;.25 men
under the command of an officer or leader would pick a vehicle for transport.
The fuel for this truck would set aside and eachimuiadiould have a 20 liter
tank in case of emergency. The system to give the alarm could be prepared
in collaboration with the occupation times of Western Germany. The special
difficulties of crossing thsRhinivcould similarly be solved in collaboration,
for example with the American Army. The preferable route for withdrawal -
would be ,thimughthe Rhone valley, and ad American Amy units would usethis
route in retreat towards Southern France, the road would be adequately
protected.

4:	 •

- s -
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Appendix 1 and 2a

Memorandum on the Importance of the Use of Specialized Sharpshooters.
During the Past War and Proposals for the Formation of Such a Cadre •

The author of the following lines Was Captain and Chief of the
Special Cperatio Sharpshoter Cadre under the command of Res. Col,"
Otto 3k:one*. C• ptairpdANWILLSCHER is an engineer in civilian life,
wiE	 grrt="de s (Civil, Conitruction and Industrial Engineer) Fore!:
many years he has practiced in South America and Africa on behalf of
the : GernanGovernment in investigations on forestry projects. At the
opening of the last war he was assigned to the Brandenburg Battalion,
a special unit destined for commando operations, as apart of Which he
was trained in parachute technique. 'hiring the summer of 1944, when a

: large part of the Brandenburg BattLioh was absorbed into the "special
operation" units, =mum underwent spedial training for sharpshooter
combat. In his own words: In 1930-31 I had to serve in the Czech Arny
as a Sudeten German. At that time I was trqined in the Carpathians by
Russian specialiits in sharpshooter technique. Even then I had learned
a sufficient amount on the operati6as and tactics or these special Russian.
unite. This unbroken training demanded hardship, Sacrifice excellent
marksmanship, caution andshiewdness, adaption to the terrain and,_camouflage,
deception and. fanaticism. The Soviet trainers in those days used to comppre
the action of the sharpshooter specialists on the front to the current of
a river, in Constant movement towards a definite objective, using all cracks
and crevices to reach its destination. Their tactics are to infiltrate
behind the lines taking advantage of every break in the front, as an
invisible and powerful weapon, not only killing but deaoralizing at the •
sane time the war potential of the eneny,:. bcth physically and psychologically.,	 .	 ...

• The principles laid doan by the Russian instructors in thoie days
came to ry mind during the first months of the Russian campaign. in 1944,
when thousands of German . saldiers, particularly officers were liqnidated
on the Russian front by Soviet sharpshooters. The German Command unCp.14-
tunately realized too late the danger and effectiveness of thile-weapqns.
Not until the summer -or 1944 did they initiate the creation oVsimilar
sharpshooter cadres. For this reason, the German sharpshooter units had .
little opportunity to demonsirste their effectiveness. But there is one
note.eorthy	 le of the operation and possible success of well-trained
'marksmeti . lathe spring of 1945 a unit of sharpshooters, consisting of
30 men, was attached to the division under the command of Cal. SkorsenT
then defending the only bridgehead across the Oder in the Schedt sector.
The German front at that time was completely without heavy armanents, and
the Russians were attacking dailyvdth.the strength of two tank regiments.
It his been shown that the 35 sharpshooters in heavy battle and under the
most adverse climatic conditions through gin and snow, ice and thaw,
annihilated sore than 1.500 Russians In four weeks. In every battle, even
when using the met modern methods and the newest erns it Until]. in the
A san  analysis the infantry'which must hold the terrain. The trained	 ."
marksman who operates almost invisibly and in the shelter of the terrain
can even decisively intercept tank attacks, machine-gunning the infantry
advancing on the tanks,-withont being attacked even by the tanks, because

mcsor„. ,
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of thehharpshooters t practical invisibility. (Actually, ih the
. central sector of the Schedt bridgehead, an armored tank attack was

halted before the German lines only through the intervention of trained
marksmen posted in advanced positions.) Evident in these examples is the

' importance of these special sharpshooter units, a factor which up to now
has never been =Ceded in its true inane. In the following pages we

: will cite several advantages gained by creating these specialized sharp-
shooter cadres, as against the formation of other specialized units:

2
Advantages gained by the creation of special sharpshooter units: .

1. Fq4pment and training of a specialized marksman, who practically
does not need special indoctrination, can be carried out at a cost 16 times
less than that for training an ordinary infantry soldier, according to data
gathered during the last yar by the German High Command. This is without

: taking into account the cost. of other special troops; or aviators, or navar,
or ieauy artillery.	 .

2. The training, for example, of a tank combat unit requires two entire
years, : at least, for full effectiveness. The training of a man suitable
for sharpshooter requirements coad be aCiMplished in two to three months,

• audit soldiers with .battle experience ...are used and special aptitude ackets4
this training period can be reduced even more.

3. The trainedmharlishooter, as a reservist, can keep his. special rifle4
in his home, as is done for example in Switzerland and tlx,:jTyrol. For this

• reason, :he can be mobiliied, by radio elan:within a few hours, and indepen-
*	 dently froMthe reviler methods of mobilization to be used. In the Bassian

campaign excellent results were obtained through the use of special
n sharpshooter parachutists. 	 ,4	 •

4.
4

No Other method of battle or type of battlefront operations reedits
in less bloodshed or waste of war mad-power than the independent action of
trained sharpshooter units, or, in Other words, piiked men trained in hand-
to-hand combat.

5. The equipment Of a sharpshooter: an excellent rifle with A telemeter,
some good lenses, a pistol and a knife and a packet of ammunition can
easily be Manufactured, by national industry. Such equipment would not, have

. to depend on heavy industry or onSupplias frontolierseas. The camouflage
uniform is sinipae and ;Tactical, add can also be made inside the country.

Proposals forthe creation.ot sharps/sic:ter c adres:

1. The command must4bp given to a sharpshooter officer with field
experience, who should have special abilities for teaching and
•-A
2. 4 nucleus of trainers, either lesser officials or ac. 1di0a, who-have
proved theirmarksmanship on the field of battle. In(mso Ulm° is not a
sufficient number of these men, 'a short training course should be organized

ii
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to teach and drill the necessary nueber Of Spanish jaatkeehors. Experience
has shown that no more than 50 hen should be trained joint.14. in a sines
course. There should be one officer as chief instructor and 5 professors.
In addition, there should be a special rifle range equipped for the training .
of	 s well as the necessary auxiliary pemonnel. There should
also be all excellent arms expert for the OINIMO.'

ken sulak3/1e for marksmanship training,must have excellent eyesight and
steady' nave. 'Perfect marksmanship can be taught with the same exactitude
as reading and writing. The sharpshooter mast also be highly intelligent..
A love of nature is most important', and those most suited for this service
are mountaneers, hunters and country people. There should be rigid require-
ments concerning; physical fitness, tenacity, 'peal figurines and valor.
The sharpshooter cadre. must be a model unit of excellent whale and patriotism,
and it will be of the greatest value if its Blethers are picked and adequately.
trained.

' Adequate spatial preparation was begun in Germany in 1944. Today few
Operts are available who have gained combat experience on the !astern
fronts, but they are all in con:tact with each'other and still flretwith

1 group spirit. These men can be contested and can carte:inky be engaged as
trainers. All the technical asteriali for training and drill, as well as
the necesserynannals, still eiist in Germany.

The abovem otos should only serve as a brief outline, and, their
author, Captain Odo VILISCHER, is ready to discuss the matter in greater
detail:	 •
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Some Notes on the Present State of Mind of the People of Western Germany,
and On the Infiltration, which Actually Exists, of a Communist Fifth Ccluma

in Trizonia

From July until the end of September 1951, on the occasion of a
16,000 kilometer automobile trip through Western Germany, I had the oppor-
tunity to talk with a'great number of Dormer soldiers of all ranks and

s well as with pollical figures and individuals of all
political leanings from the extreme left to the extreme Right, and also
with outstanding economists, numerous laborers and country people.

:In general it can be said that the great majority consider the present
political and political-military situation in Western Germany as quite
unsatisfactory and unstable. There is no question of the doll* and resignation
expressed by Federal President Heuss, at the time of 'the national holiday
on 12 September 1951, in that ,, the German people feel no interest whatsoever
in public and national life. 'As the greqt majority has no marked interest
at all in the political life of Western Genmany, but in addition the moat
absolute and widespread resignation is evident in great seaters of the
populace, it is not surprising that there is no Close unity at all with
the present government, nor does the government itself show the least hope
in the future.

• •	 '•
Inanition to this resignation, deep bitterness is. frequently evident

among ex-combatant circles. For several years these former military men
nave lived under insults and 'lack of appreciation, durin g the course of
the demilitarization as much on the part of the Western:Allies as on that
of German officials

 demilitarization,
	 gat ppriod. And without the last reparation

for this injustice projects fOr remilitarization are now being discussed,
if only theoretically, without taking this mass of ex-Combatants into
account. But, in this regard, it must be remembered that the most inaigni

-ficant soldier who has spent years at the front has gleaned enoughtknowledge
83 well as experience to recognize the impossibility of the present military
situation in Western Germany. It is he who best understands the force and
'potentialities of therSoviet armies, and realizes that the only forces 	 •
against'thoae armies are a few Allied occupation division; which frequently
have little resemblance to a military organization. About. six months ago
the first union of German ex-combatants was formed by Admiral Hansen, and
the only way in which it represents the interests of members Of the former
Wehrmacht is in its dethands for penstone and the fact that it is made up
of reservists. 'This group ended up by depending entity on the Government,
wad Is not in the least qualified to judge moy aspect of the basics problems
of remilitarization. Naturally illmembers of the young war generation
defend the principle that the life of a German soldier is more important
than any pension claim, no matter how vita in itself. During my stay in
Germany the new organization was coneolidated, and in its roster of leaders
sound to nines of the meet:outstanding generals of the old Wehrmacht. As
I have been able to gather from prelimin ary conversations, the greater.
number of these gentlemen admit that they are simply representativeebf the
young ear generation, to prepare the way for their rise to power. This .
new military organization, it it Wishes to carry out its proposed objectives,
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will become an organization of the masses which will represent not
only the present interests and claims of the former German army, but •
will take a stand in any future situation. According to the line
expressed by the present president of the group, ex-Colo.nel Primmer,
they demand simply equal and actual rights for the German people with .

- respect to other members of the Atlantic Pact (attached is a special •
number of the parachutists' magazine published on the occasion of a 	 • .
meeting of former parachutists held in late June 1951), One. of the
points, perhaps the most important one, stressed by the .German ex-combatants•
is to give the German people an ideal and a theme worth fighting for. The

• democratic parties durrently governing the country do not, consider this
theory worthy of effort. But this does not mean that the majority of the
German peoge wish another dictatorship. They .simply want the state to be
strong an:I'm:re, and would 'like their public servants to be free of .
corruption and bureaucratic entanglements. They do not want the people's •

• .representatives to put Party interests before the interests of the Ration.
* --If the situation in Gernany is to be improved,. it must be seen that

propaganda, which is trying to reawaken the German people to sympathy
and approval of the milita.17 uniform., is as effective as possible, and
above all. that conditions are such that, in the case of future armed

•. intervention, this would not mean the useless sacrifice of German soldiers
• -The body of Pain ojiaion of the "not me" (Ohne nick Bewegung) 'attitude

actlably existing today does not signify absobate negation of any remili-
tarization plan, but rather its exponents refuse' to accept any unconditional
readlitarization prithepturinciple of senseless 'struggle. ••	 •

D.
It is significant that organizations offi belly American, although

run by Germans, are now trying to formulate a plan for the rescue of .German"
*scientists and technicians who should not fall to the Ruseians in the case
of sudden datastrophe. A former officer has received the task of forming •

. an organization of this nature. The fat that in the relatively near future
at least Central Faxope may 'eventually fall bbfore a Russian attack, almost .
without a struggle has brought about such a project, and private individuals
as well as official organizations are trying to work out a way to save the
greatest number. of German m en from the clutches of Bolshegism in the case.'
of an emergency.	 .„

• In order to shed some light on the effectiveness and technique of the
Russian Fifth Column, I wish to cite the following example, which I 'myself
experienced during my recent trip:	 •-

I had. made Montact in Germany with the various nationalist groupa •
such as the Union of Sudeten Germans, the Union of Sidles and the "Brotherhood
of German Union",. and with different organizations carrySng on the traditions
of the former army, etc. Generally, those who approached me were the
leaders of these groups, to discuss the general situation. All of that
fervently defended Ay own point of view and agreed with my. comments, namely
that soaiething must be done to save the Germans. I was surprised to find

'that certain groups were already. beginning tostand out in the midst of the
general resignation, which itself seemed to result at times in virtual' .
spiritual lethargy, and that these groups were unexpectedly shaving a new
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desire for action. Thus in Germany today there are various groups whidh,
if they oppose the official policy of remilitarization, are prepared to
sell, their lives if necessary at the highest possible price. These groups,
which are more numerous every day, are ready to back any new, good idea
enthusiastically at any tine. Almost all these groups are led by epee
former officer, and some of these leaders are former officers and comrades
of mr old units. One ny former company Commanders introduced me to a
certain Lieutenant L., who had served in one of my units during the last
seven months of the war. During the next pew days this man introduced
me to a whole series of personalities, generally refugees from:Eastern
Germany. All of these men belonged to the organization formed by Lt. D,
and asked me to take over military command. I told than that I first
wished to carry out teem:plans, but that once organization was under way
I would be glad to. help them. The plans of this organizationwere explained
to me as follows: ` A form of militia would be treated from among the active
national forces in Germany whose mission in peace time would be voluntary
reciprocal aid among all Germans, but especially to help refugees from the
East, and to serve as an easrgency auxiliary technical staff in the event
of any kind of public calamity: Liaison had already been set upi with
Various offidal agencies in Bonn, which had promited their support. I
;peel' became convinced of the truthfulness of their tatatement4 At the
same time, this so—called emergency militia would aaintain a communications
network within Germany, with privately-owned autOmobilee and motorcycles .
for their use so that theywauld not hage to depend oMpUblic communications
for their orders and reports. Once this organization was set up in Western
Germany, small groups of . specisllytrained men would be formed to act as
comiendo units.	 Iftth the aid of the occupation forces, or of the New
German Army., they could be equipped with light arum such as pistols, automatics,
telescopic rifles, and bazookas. If war should break out with the East,
,these evm11 commando fortes could infiltrate Pastern Germany and spread
as far as Poland to hinder Russian supply lines.

Lt. D. did not bide therfCt that be was maintaining contact with
several former comrades in the Eastern Zone. He also .admitted to me that
he himself often crossed into the Eastern Zone and that be had had many
conwereatiOns with various individuals. This apparent frankness almost
treks down zy initial reserve, but his private life, which I had a chance
to observe, put me on guard. In spite of the fact that he personally had
organized a large office with more than 200 employees, moatefficiently
run, he lived with his family like the. member of a sect (Sig.. In view
of this I onuld not positivelyaccept'the proposals of the Lieutenant and
his fellow leaders of the organization, but neither could I definitely
refuse. I simply declined from:making a definite decision for a few
months, although I agreed to peimit two of my former officers to enter the
directing commission of thislorgenization, purposely the two most in NY

• onngidehce.

A short while ago I received t definite report from, these two
individuals.. It has been proved that Lt. L. is clearly Working in the pay
of the East, and that this operation was mounted at the orders of the

• Earlhorst (General Soviet Headquarters in the Eastern Zone). The greater
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part of the personalities making Ili the directive body of the above—
mentioned organization are not mare of thin fact; nor are the governmental
harem= in Bean, which recently allotted the ma of "6.00,060"siarke:bir
the use of this organization. In thin case, the East .has practically
roanaged to set -vp an organization of taupposedly Western 'character and
even mi.th the mid ofL:the Western Powers.
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